In this paper we propose a family of least-squares based testing procedures that look to detect general forms of fractional integration at the long-run and/or the cyclical component of a time series, and which are asymptotically equivalent to Lagrange Multiplier tests. Our setting extends Robinson's (1994) results to allow for short memory in a regression framework and generalises the procedures in Agiakloglou and Newbold (1994) , Tanaka (1999) and Breitung and Hassler (2002) by allowing for single or multiple fractional unit roots at any frequency in [0, π]. Our testing procedure can be easily implemented in practical settings and is flexible enough to account for a broad family of long-and shortmemory specifications, including ARMA and/or GARCH-type dynamics among others. Furthermore, these tests have power against different types of alternative hypotheses and enable inference to be conducted under critical values drawn from a standard Chi-squared distribution, irrespective of the long-memory parameters.
Introduction
Modelling and forecasting macroeconomic and financial variables is at the forefront of the applied time-series econometric literature. These series are usually characterised by strongly persistent correlation structures over long intervals of time. In this paper, we propose several time domain test statistics to detect general forms of fractional integration. Our approach follows the Lagrange-multiplier (LM) framework studied in Robinson (1991 Robinson ( , 1994 , Agiakloglou and Newbold (1994) , Tanaka (1999) , Breitung and Hassler (2002) and Nielsen (2004 Nielsen ( , 2005 . In particular, we propose a family of tests (which are asymptotically equivalent to standard LM tests for fractional integration) in the linear regression model Y t = P n s=1 φ s X st (Y t )+u t , where Y t is directly determined under the null hypothesis and the regressors X st (Y t ) are straightforwardly computed by linearly filtering Y t . This approach can be easily implemented in practical settings and is flexible enough to account for a broad family of long-and short-memory specifications. Furthermore, these tests also have power against different types of alternative hypotheses, and allow inference to be conducted under critical values which are drawn from a standard Chisquared distribution, independently of the long-memory parameters.
The tests we discuss are formally intended to detect general long memory patterns embedded in the autoregressive filter
where δ = (δ 1 , ..., δ n ) 0 , δ ∈R n , n ≥ 1, is a vector of possible non-integer values that control the extent of time dependence at any of the frequencies in γ = (γ 1 , ..., γ n ) 0 , with 0 ≤ γ 1 < γ 2 < ... < γ n ≤ π. These frequencies characterise the long-run and/or the seasonal (cyclical) nature of the data. The polynomials ξ γ i (L; δ i ) are defined as ξ γ 1 (L;
, where the latter frequencies are also known in the literature as Gegenbauer frequencies; (see, for instance, Gray, Zhang and Woodword, 1989, p.237). Finally, L denotes the conventional back-shift operator.
The filter in (1), also considered in Robinson (1994) , generates theoretical autocovariances that decay hyperbolically and sinusoidally, an empirical feature that is manifested in a number of periodic time series. Serial dependence may be present at the long-run (γ 1 = 0), and/or at any of the remaining (cyclical) frequencies involved. Hence, particular cases include the well-known fractional integration model, as well as pure cyclical and seasonal models which are routinely applied to economic and non-economic variables. For instance, cyclical models have been used to explain interest rate dynamics (Ramachandran and Beaumont, 2001 ), industrial production (Dalla and Hidalgo, 2005) , and nominal exchange rates (Smallwood and Norrbin, 2006) , among others. Recent studies focusing on non-economic variables have analysed, for instance, atmospheric levels of CO 2 (Woodward, Cheng and Gray, 1998), wind speed (Bouette et al., 2006) , or power demand (Soares and Souza, 2006) . The extant literature on seasonal and non-seasonal models embedded in this general framework (both integrated and fractionally integrated) is overwhelming; see, for instance, Porter-Hudak (1990) for empirical applications of seasonal long-memory models on monetary aggregates, and Gil-Alana and and Gil-Alana (2005) for studies on consumption and income data, and inflation, respectively.
Our setting extends Robinson's (1994) results to allow for short memory in a regression framework and thus also generalises the procedures in Agiakloglou and Newbold (1994) , Tanaka (1999) and Breitung and Hassler (2002) by allowing for single or multiple fractional integration at any frequency in [0, π]. Furthermore, we allow for different types of errors in the data generating process (DGP) which include martingale difference sequences and weakly correlated errors, thus allowing for ARMA and/or time varying volatility patterns. As in the frequency-domain case, the tests do not require formal knowledge of the true values of the long-memory vector δ. These are mainly intended for formally pretesting hypotheses about the extent of cyclical and non-cyclical persistence, and to construct confidence sets that include the true values of the long-memory coefficients with a certain asymptotic coverage level. This is valuable for descriptive inference and provides reliable values for initiating optimisation routines important for estimation procedures such as (quasi) maximum likelihood procedures.
The remaining of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the testing procedures and discusses their asymptotic distributions, section 3 analyses the finite-sample performance of the tests by means of Monte Carlo experimentation and section 4 summarises the main conclusions. Finally, the mathematical proofs of the main statements are collected in a technical appendix.
In what follows, '⇒' and ' p →' denote weak convergence and convergence in probability, respectively, as the sample size is allowed to diverge. The variable I (·) is an indicator function that takes value equal to one if the condition in the subscript is fulfilled and zero otherwise. Finally, vectors and matrices are represented in bold letters.
Testing procedures
In the general case considered in (1), we will say that the observable x t is generated by a General Fractionally Integrated (GFI) process of order δ, denoted as x t ∼GFI(δ) , i.e., ∆ γ (L; δ) x t = ε t , where the properties of ε t will be discussed below. The study of particular cases is straightforward by imposing restrictions on (1). The pure trend or zero-frequency model is obtained for n = 1 and γ 1 = 0. A seasonal filter arises for seasonal frequencies γ i , see e.g., Hassler (1994) . Pure cyclical models are captured for 0 < γ 1 < · · · < γ n < π. If n = 1, the latter case is often said to result in a GARMA model, whereas n > 1 leads to so-called n-factor GARMA models; see Woodward et al. (1998) , and Ramachandran and Beaumont (2001) for a discussion of the statistical properties of these models. The generalisations (for instance, allowing for stationary short-run dynamics) can encompass both ARMA and ARFIMA models as particular cases.
The main interest of this paper lies in testing whether δ = d, with d ∈R n being specified a priori, against the alternative for which the order of integration is d + θ, with θ 6 = 0. Thus, the hypothesis of interest is stated as
We start our theoretical analysis by introducing and discussing the initial set of assumptions, as well as general notational issues and several fundamental definitions used throughout the text.
Assumptions:
A.1) The observable data {x t } is generated from ∆ γ (L; d) x t = ε t , t = 1, ..., T, with ∆ γ (L; d) defined in (1) , and d being a possibly non-integer vector in R n , n ≥ 1. A.
2) The innovation process {ε t , G t } ∞ −∞ , G t = σ (ε j : j ≤ t) , forms a martingale difference sequence (MDS) and verifies E (ε
A.2.2) {ε t } is strictly stationary and ergodic with
where κ ε (0, l 1 , ..., l 7 ) is the eight-order joint cumulant of {ε t } . In our analysis, we consider the general case of (1) under the null hypothesis given by x t ∼GFI(d) . Simpler specifications (e.g., pure seasonal models) arise considering restricted versions of ∆ γ (L; d) x t , for which our conclusions extend straightforwardly. Owing to nonstationarity, it is customary in the literature related to fractional integration to assume x t I (t≤0) = 0, either explicitly (e.g., Tanaka, 1999; Demetrescu, Kuzin and Hassler, 2008) , or indirectly (e.g., Nielsen, 2004 Nielsen, , 2005 , since this restriction ensures that the observable process is well-defined in the mean-square sense regardless of the values of d; see Marinucci and Robinson (1999) and Robinson (2005) for further details. We note that, under the null hypothesis, this restriction is not formally necessary to derive the asymptotic distribution of the Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test statistics studied in this paper, although it would conveniently simplify the theoretical characterisation of the power function under the alternative hypothesis.
1 Assumption A.2.1 can be weakened by requiring that, conditional on the σ-field of events G t , moments up to the fourth-order (and suitable cross-products of elements of ε t ) equal the corresponding unconditional moments, so that essentially {ε t } is only required to behave as an i.i.d process up to the fourth-order moment. The main purpose of A.2.2 is to allow for (unknown) time-varying conditional volatility patterns in {ε t } . For instance, GARCH-type and Stochastic Volatility models are permitted, among other forms of conditional heteroskedasticity, under restrictions that limit the extent of temporal dependence. As in Gonçalves and Kilian (2007) and Demetrescu et al. (2008) , this holds by requiring the absolute summability of the eight-order joint cumulants.
In our analysis we will further relax Assumption A.2, by also allowing for stationary AR(p) dynamics in the generating process, which may appear jointly with time-varying volatility patterns. Therefore, we consider as an alternative to assumption A.2 the following:
has all its roots outside the unit circle and {v t , G t } , is a strictly stationary and ergodic MDS satisfying the restrictions in either Assumption A.2.1 or A.2.2.
The proofs under Assumption A.2 0 are formally discussed for the case in which the autoregressive order p is known. For practical purposes, the short-run dynamics may be characterised by a stationary and invertible linear process ε t = P ∞ j=0 b j v t−j such that the AR(p) model, for some large enough p < ∞, approaches the underlying AR representation reasonably well. Since the actual performance of this approximation, when the underlying correlation structure in the short-run component is unknown, is ultimately an empirical question we shall study in detail the effects on the finite-sample properties of the regression-based tests in the Monte Carlo section.
Next, we formally introduce the definitions of the main processes and variables that characterise the test procedures in our study. Definition 2.1. For all j ≥ 1 and any γ ∈ [0, π] , define the non-stochastic weighting process ω j (γ) as,
Definition 2.2. Given the observable process {x t , t = 1, ..., T } as defined in A.1, and a vector δ ∈R n , define the filtered series ε δt = ∆ γ (L; δ) x t , where, if δ = d, then ∆ γ (L; d) x t = ε t and thus ε dt = ε t . For any frequency γ s ∈ [0, π] , define the following stochastic processes:
Some comments on these definitions follow. The process ω j (γ s ) , 1 ≤ s ≤ n, in Definition 2.1 is related to the asymptotic expansions of the polynomials log ξ γ s (L; δ s ) which characterise the score vector under the null hypothesis and, therefore, plays a major role in the construction of LM test statistics; see the next section for details. Similarly, Definitions 2.2. and 2.3 introduce two key variables for this context: the sample-based (or observable) vector-series ε * γ,t−1 , and its asymptotic (or theoretical) counterpart ε * * γ,t−1 , which are determined by weighting the filtered series ε δt . As formally shown in the technical appendix, constructing the test statistics by using the observable information does not impact on the asymptotic distribution.
The Lagrange Multiplier Test
In this section, we present an LM procedure for testing fractional integration under assumptions A.1 and A.2, which will be useful in order to better understand the regression framework presented below. We construct a Gaussian likelihood function, as though the innovations were normally distributed, but note that this is not required in order to ensure the validity of the asymptotic results.
Hence, consider δ = d + θ, with i-th element δ i = d i + θ i and recall that ε δt = ∆ γ (L; δ) x t . The Gaussian log-likelihood function for (δ 0 , σ 2 ) 0 , given γ = (γ 1 , ..., γ n ) 0 and conditional on the set of observable information x T = {x t , t = 1, ..., T } is
and the respective gradient of (2) evaluated under
Note that if γ 1 = 0, i.e. the zero frequency is considered, then the partial derivative of ε δt on
when the score vector is evaluated at θ = 0. Similarly, the partial derivatives with respect to θ s , s = 2, ..., n − 1, for γ s ∈ (0, π) and θ n for γ n = π, when evaluated under the null hypothesis are given, respectively as, 
where 
determined based on d according to Definitions 2.1-2.3. Then, under the null hypothesis H 0 : δ = d or equivalently, H 0 : θ = 0, it follows as T → ∞ that,
where χ 2 (n) stands for a Chi-squared distribution with n degrees of freedom.
Proof. See Appendix B.
Theorem 2.1 generalises the LM test proposed by Tanaka (1999) considering single or multiple fractional integration at any frequency in [0, π] , and with innovations which are not necessarily independent but simply MDS. Hence, the testing procedure suggested is robust against (conditional) heteroskedasticity of unknown form provided that the regularity conditions are observed. Under the i.i.d assumption in A.2.1, the asymptotic variance of the score vector is given by
, which equals σ 2 π 2 /6 for the restricted case γ 1 = 0 and n = 1 analysed in Tanaka (1999) ; see Appendix A for further details. The variance parameter σ 2 can be estimated consistently as b σ
dt /T, where the non-stochastic matrix Γ γ can be determined by the close-form representations given in Appendix A, or by simple numerical approximation.
Remark 2.1: For theoretical purposes we have considered that the vector of frequencies γ is known. This allows us to discuss the asymptotic distribution of the LM test under fractional integration at any frequency, or combination of frequencies, in [0, π]. For empirical purposes, this restriction holds naturally for the zero-frequency case as well as for pure seasonal models, as γ is predetermined, but it may prove restrictive when analysing cyclical models by means of Gegenbauer polynomials. This limitation also extends to the frequency-domain test studied in Robinson (1994) and, as a result, both methods would require consistent estimates of the unknown frequencies in the most general context. Different estimation methods have been proposed in the literature; see, among others, Yajima (1996) , Giriatis, Hidalgo, and Robinson (2001), Hidalgo and Soulier (2004) , Dalla and Hidalgo (2005) , and Hidalgo (2007) . However, the formal proof for consistency is limited to the case |d| < 1/2 and remains to be shown for the most general case treated in this paper, which motivates an interesting topic for further research. In any case, the estimation bias that may arise when inferring γ in small samples, may imply further biases when using the estimated values in subsequent testing.
Remark 2.2:
The LM test previously described in Theorem 2.1 may also be obtained under short-run dynamics in the errors, i.e., the more general assumption A.2 0 ; see, for instance, Robinson (1994) and Tanaka (1999, pp. 563-565) . The results in Tanaka (1999) regarding the handling of short-run dynamics, although relating to the zero frequency only, are interesting and illustrative of the difficulties involved in the correction of autocorrelation in the residuals. Tanaka (1999, p.564) , in reference to ARMA errors, shows that the computation of the variance/covariance matrix necessary to robustify the test becomes more involved as the orders of the autoregressive and moving average components become larger. This characteristic of the time domain Lagrange Multiplier tests makes the regression based test procedures described next an appealing approach from an empirical point of view.
Regression-based tests for fractional integration
As an alternative to the approach discussed in the previous section, we propose a testing procedure that belongs to the linear regression context which is asymptotically equivalent to the LM T test statistic. The regression-based approach was pioneered by Agiakloglou and Newbold (1994) 
n , can be tested against the alternative H 1 : x t ∼GFI(d + θ), θ 6 = 0, through a test for the joint significance of the regression coefficients {φ s } n s=1 (i.e., H 0 : φ 1 = ... = φ n = 0), in the following augmented least-squares auxiliary regression:
where
is determined based on d according to Definitions 2.1-2.3, and p represents the order of augmentation considered.
The statistical properties of the LS estimates of φ = (φ 1 , ..., φ n ) 0 under the null differ from those under the alternative hypothesis, which provides us with the basis to statistically identify the order of integration of the data. Note that, by sharp contrast to the LM T test, the problem of short-run dynamics can easily be handled in the regression context by means of augmentation, as in the case of the well-known Dickey-Fuller (DF) test. Theorem 2.2 shows the limit results for the estimated coefficients in the auxiliary regression (4) under the set of restrictions considered, and Theorem 2.3 discusses the asymptotic distribution of a suitable test statistic.
., φ n , ζ 1 , ..., ζ p ¢ 0 and let β T be the (n+p) estimated vector of parameters in the pth order augmented auxiliary regression
with the a i parameters corresponding to the autoregressive coefficients in
Then, under the null hypothesis and Assumptions A.1 and
ith Ω * *
Remark 2.3: Consider A.1 and the more restrictive condition A.2 which sets p = 0. Let φ T be the estimated vector of parameters from an auxiliary regression with no augmentation, ε dt = φ 0 ε * γ,t−1 + e t , t = 2, ..., T . Then, under the null hypothesis H 0 : θ = 0, and as
where b e tp denotes the estimated residuals from (4) . Under the same conditions of Theorem 2.2,
Corollary 2.1. Consider the restricted joint hypothesis θ =θ1 n , for some scalar θ 6 = 0, and where 1 n is a vector of ones in R n . This is the case, for instance, when analysing the suitability of so-called (seasonal) rigid models, which assume homogeneity in the order of fractional integration across the set of frequencies involved; see Porter-Hudak (1990) and Hassler (1994) . The auxiliary regression in this case is given as
, and the relevant test statistic, sayῩ (n) , analyses the significance of theφ parameter. This test statistic, which is a squared t-statistic, is asymptotically distributed as χ 2 (1) , since only one restriction is implied.
. Hence, the null hypothesis H 0 : φ = 0 can easily be tested by using alternative test statistics which can be constructed under the Lagrange Multiplier and the Likelihood Ratio principles, and which are asymptotically equivalent to LM T . As discussed previously, in the context of this paper all these tests are necessarily LM tests regardless of their functional form. Let Υ (n)
where S R and S u denote the squared sum of restricted and unrestricted residuals, respectively. Then, under the null, and as T → ∞, Υ
Proof: For proof of corollaries 2.1 and 2.2, see Appendix B.
Remark 2.4. The regression-based tests discussed (either with augmentation under short-run dynamics, or no-augmentation under the MDS assumption) are asymptotically equivalent to the time-domain LM test in Section 2.1, to the frequency-domain test in Robinson (1994) , and to the general maximum likelihood-based tests in Nielsen (2004) . The LM regression-based test in Breitung and Hassler (2002) , focusing on the fractionally integrated model,
d , arises for n = 1 at frequency zero as a particular case in our context. It is worth mentioning that, as remarked in Nielsen (2004) , the experimental simulations in Tanaka (1999) , and Breitung and Hassler (2002) , show that in finite samples the time domain test procedures tend to be superior to the frequency domain tests, both in size and power behaviour, hence a similar performance is likely to be observed in a more general setting as well.
Remark 2.5. The tests presented above are robust against conditional heteroskedasticity of unknown form. This is achieved by using a consistent estimate of the asymptotic covariance matrix V γ based on a version of the Eicker-White estimator. If the data are believed to be generated under assumptions A.1 and A.2.1 then V γ = Γ −1 γ , and subsequently used directly. Remark 2.6. As discussed in Breitung and Hassler (2002) , the auxiliary regression centered on the zero-frequency, ε dt = φ 1 ε * 0,t−1 + e t , is reminiscent of the Dickey-Fuller regression and the Wald-test in Dolado, Gonzalo and Mayoral (2002). Nevertheless, meaningful differences arise since in the DF test the regressor is I(0) under the alternative, whereas ε * 0,t−1 is FI(d + θ) owing to the different types of weights used in constructing these variables. Similarly, for pure seasonal models, the general auxiliary regression in Proposition 2.1 is evocative of the Hylleberg, Engle, Granger and Yoo (1990) [HEGY] test regression, in the sense that the regressors ε * γ s ,t−1 are weighted linear combinations of lags of ε dt related to a specific (seasonal) frequency. Further differences arise in this case, because regressors in the HEGY context are ensured to be asymptotically orthogonal by construction, whereas the LM-based regressors are not. This feature advises against testing partial hypothesis (i.e., subsets of m parameters) based on the estimates of the general model (i.e., after estimating a regression with n > m parameters), as the covariance matrix is not (block) diagonal.
Remark 2.7. GFI models are particularly difficult to estimate in practical settings owing to their strong non-linear nature. Proposition 2.1 provides a valuable tool to construct confidence sets that include the true value, d ∈ R n , with (1 − α) % asymptotic nominal probability. These sets could be used to obtain reliable starting values for optimisation routines aiming to estimate d, such as the (quasi)-maximum likelihood methods discussed in Chung (1996) and Nielsen (2004) . Confidence sets can be obtained from a grid-search on Θ, a compact subset of R n , by using the results in Proposition 2.1. For instance, denote Υ (n) W,δ as the value of the test statistic in Theorem 2.3 when evaluated at any δ ∈ Θ, and let
e., the subset of Θ containing all the vectors for which the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at the (1 − α) % asymptotic nominal confidence level. If D T α is in the interior of Θ, then the probability of d being in the closure of D T α is at least (1 − α) %. The grid-search process is computationally feasible because the dimension parameter n is not large in empirical models, and because the order of integration in observable data usually assumes values in a small range. For rigid models, a confidence interval of the form Remark 2.9. Throughout our analysis, we have focused on the model ∆ γ (L; d) (x t − µ t ) = ε t , by allowing for different dynamics in ε t , and restricting µ t = 0 for simplicity of analysis. As commented in Breitung and Hassler (2002) , the simplest way to deal with non-zero deterministic patterns, µ t 6 = 0, is to detrend x t prior to computing the relevant test statistics. This does not affect the limit distribution of the relevant statistics; see the discussion in Robinson (1994) .
Remark 2.10. The theoretical derivation of the local power functions under the alternative is a nontrivial problem due to the multiple hypothesis context. For restricted cases, it becomes more tractable, and it can be shown, following for instance Tanaka (1999) and Demetrescu et al. (2008) under the additional restriction x t I (t≤0) = 0, that the test procedures will converge to a noncentral Chi-squared distribution under local alternatives for which
¢ . Since for applied purposes the behaviour of the power function in finite-samples is particularly relevant, we shall address this issue carefully next in the Monte Carlo section.
Finite-sample analysis
In this section, we address the empirical properties of the regression-based test statistic in finite samples. The zero-frequency fractionally integrated process,
d , has received considerable attention in the literature; see for instance, Breitung and Hassler (2002) , and Nielsen (2004), among others. These show the good finite-sample performance of LM tests, both in absolute terms and in relation to alternative frequency domain-based procedures. We therefore analyse cyclical and seasonal models aiming to contribute to better understand the properties of LM tests in the general context.
The applied literature on cyclical or seasonal fractionally integrated models has focused on both economic and non-economic variables. Empirical datasets are characterised by quite different features. The number of observations available for financial and many geophysical variables is relatively large, and often includes several thousand observations, whereas the length of macroeconomic variables is much more limited.
2 Data recorded on a high-frequency basis typically exhibit persistent short-run dynamics, whereas aggregated data tend to display considerably weaker forms of serial dependence. We consider the possibility of different types of short-run dynamics as well as different sample sizes to analyse the empirical size and power. In particular, we focus on samples of length T ∈ {100, 250, 500} . For data sets involving a large number of observations, as some of those analysed in the literature, the asymptotic theory is expected to provide a good approximation.
In the first experiment we consider a simple pure cyclical model,
in order to analyse the empirical size and power properties of Υ
W , which is asymptotically distributed as χ We consider 5000 replications and ε t ∼ iidN (0, 1). Since the Gegenbauer frequency γ s is a 'free' parameter, we set γ s = sπ/10, with s = 1, ..., 9. The rejection frequencies for a nominal significance level of 5% and sample sizes of T = 100 and T = 250 are shown in Table 1 .
[Insert Table 1 around here]
The test shows approximately correct size and good power performance even in small samples. For θ = 0, only minor differences in the empirical size of the tests, following no particular pattern, arise across the γ s frequencies considered. For non-zero values of θ, we observe several interesting features in the empirical power functions. First, given γ s and T , power tends to exhibit a symmetric U-shaped figure around the π/2 frequency, which is more evident for small values of |θ|. This suggests that, the larger the difference |γ s − π/2| with γ s ∈ (0, π) , the more powerful the testing procedure becomes. The dependence of power on the particular frequency the test is related to is not surprising, since the variance of the regressor (and hence, the signal-to-noise ratio and, ultimately, the power of the test) depends on the specific frequency, γ s , considered and, more generally, on γ; see appendix A for further technical details. Furthermore, if we compare these results to those in Breitung and Hassler (2002 , Table 1 , p.176) for the zero-frequency case, the power observed at the long-run frequency is approximately of the same order as that for γ s = π/2. This suggests that, everything else equal, fractionally integrated dynamics is generally easier to detect at the cyclical than at the zero-frequency. A similar feature appears when dealing with γ s = π (not reported here) for which power is similar to that of γ s = π/2.
3 Dealing with the non-zero frequency also has other benefits in terms of power. For fixed T and γ s , the power functions tend to be symmetric around θ = 0, since only the size of θ − 0, and not its sign, seems to drive the probability of rejection. This does not seem to be the case for the zero-frequency case analysed in Breitung and Hassler (2002) , where the LM test is likely to reject more easily if θ < 0. Finally, power is largely enhanced even for a small sample of T = 250, and virtually reaches 100% for all tests when T = 500, thus showing the consistency of the testing procedure in cases of small samples.
As a second experiment, we consider a more general two-factor cyclical model given by,
We address the ability of the unrestricted joint test Υ
W , asymptotically distributed as χ 2 (2) , as well as that of the restricted joint testῩ (2) discussed in Corollary 2.1 and asymptotically distributed as χ is expected to reject the null hypothesis if fractional integration is present in, at least, one of the frequencies involved. The restricted joint testῩ (2) should be more efficient than Υ
W when the restriction θ 1 = θ 2 is true, but it is expected to exhibit less comparative power to reject the false null otherwise.
In view of the previous experiment, we expect the power function to depend on the value of γ = (γ 1 , γ 2 ) 0 . We set γ 1 = 0.15 ≈ π/20, based on the estimated frequency of the business cycle by the NBER, and consider what seems to be the most unfavourable frequency for the tests when dealing with frequencies in (0, π), given by γ 2 = π/2, which also corresponds to one 3 Note that the asymptotic variance is proportional to ψ (γ) , see appendix A. This is a positive, symmetric and non-continuous function in [0, π] that takes the minimum value ψ (γ) = π 2 /6 for γ ∈ {0, π/2, π} , and the maximum value given by lim γ→0 + ψ (γ) =lim γ→π − ψ (γ) = 2π 2 /3. We can therefore expect a discontinuity in the power function for the case γ = 0 + or γ = π− even for an arbitrarily small > 0.
of the harmonics of quarterly and monthly seasonality. For frequencies γ ∈ (0, π) away from π/2, further simulations (not reported here) show much better statistical performance both in terms of size and power. The rejection frequencies for a nominal significance level of 5% and sample length T = 100 are shown in Table 2 .
[Insert Table 2 around here] Several interesting features emerge from this experiment in relation to the joint test statistics Υ (2) and Υ
W . We observe that the restricted test is more powerful than the latter when the restriction θ 1 = θ 2 is true, but is also considerably less efficient in the general context θ 1 (2) and Υ
W is approximately 39.8% and 48.7%, respectively. In contrast, for d 1 = 1 and d 2 = 1 − 0.1, the power is only 8.2% and 16.1%. When both θ 1 and θ 2 move away from the origin, the power of the joint tests, particularly that of Υ (2) W , increases significantly. We note that the power of Υ W seems to be symmetric for the set of frequencies considered, whereas the restricted joint testῩ (2) tends to reject more easily when θ 1 > 0 and θ 2 < 0 when compared to the converse case. For instance, the power ofῩ (2) for θ 1 = 0.3 and θ 2 = −0.3 is almost 100%, and around 25% for θ 1 = −0.3 and θ 2 = 0.3. By contrast, the power of the unrestricted test Υ (2) W in any of these cases is almost 100%. As in the case of the one-factor model, considering larger samples, T ∈ {250, 500} leads to considerable improvement of the statistical properties of all the tests. We do not present these results to save space but can be provided upon request.
Finally, the last set of experiments also considers the two-factor filter ∆ γ (L; δ)
, but now allowing for stationary and invertible ARMA patterns in the error term, i.e., we analyse the performance of the augmentation-based test statistics when the DGP is,
under the restriction |a| < 1 and |b| < 1. We first focus on ARMA(1,1) dynamics and, as in Demetrescu et al. (2008) , set a = 0.5 and b = −0.5. The ARMA(1,1) model is particularly relevant because short-run dynamics in empirical applications are usually characterised parsimoniously through this specification. Additionally, we analyse in more detail the effects of persistence through an AR(1) with parameter a ∈ {0.5, 0.75, 0.9} and b = 0 in the above specification. Since for empirical purposes the underlying structure of the short-run component is typically unknown, we explore the effects on the tests when the number of lags to be included in the auxiliary regression are determined according to Schwert's rule, p = £ 4(T/100)
¤ , as this showed the best performance in the empirical analysis in Demetrescu et al. (2008) . The rejection frequencies for the joint tests given ARMA(1,1) patterns for T ∈ {100, 500} are shown in Table 3, whereas Tables 4 and 5 report the respective empirical results for AR(1) errors for the given values of the autoregressive coefficient a.
[Insert Table 3 around here]
We first discuss the results for the ARMA(1,1) dynamics. The general conclusions that arise for the weakly-dependent case are similar to those observed for the i.i.d case, although we observe several quantitative changes. Augmentation enables correction of the empirical size for all tests, and only small undersizing effects are observed in our simulations. However, and as shown in previous literature, ensuring correct empirical size against general ARMA dynamics through augmentation in small samples, such as T = 100, occurs usually at the cost of potentially large power reductions when compared to the i.i.d. case. This pervasive effect has been widely documented in the unit root literature, where the augmented Dickey-Fuller regression is perhaps the most widely used in applied settings. In fact, the power of the joint tests shows figures similar in magnitude to those observed in Demetrescu et al. (2008) for the zero frequency fractionally integrated case. By contrast to the unit root case, importantly, power improves considerably faster at frequencies away from zero. For instance, for the ARMA model considered, the power of Υ (2) W p is not larger than 39% in the range θ = (−0, 3, 0.3) 0 when only 100 observations are available. For a larger sample of T = 500, all else equal, power increases up to 98%. Similarly, the joint restricted testῩ (2) p has a peak of approximately 30% for T = 100 when θ 1 = θ 2 = −0.3, which increases significantly to 99% when T = 500.
[Insert Tables 4 and 5 around here] Similar results can be observed when analysing the effects of persistence in residuals. Although the empirical size is approximately correct in all cases, as the autoregressive root approaches one in a small sample with 100 observations, power reductions with respect to the i.i.d. case are far more evident. For small values of |θ| it becomes difficult to reject the false null, and even for some configurations which include relatively large values of θ when a = 0.9. As in the previous case, the power of the tests considerably improves as the number of observations increases. Therefore, for the test Υ (2) W p , given the samples typically available for many empirical applications, augmenting the regression proves a valid tool to ensure empirical sizes close to the asymptotic nominal level and good power properties.
Conclusion
In this paper, we analyse time domain regression-based tests that allow testing for fractionally integrated patterns against integer or fractional integration in general models. The tests involving single or multiple parameters can be computed from simple least-squares regressions, and are asymptotically equivalent to the frequency-domain LM tests of Robinson (1994) and the likelihood-based tests in Nielsen (2004) , for which the relevant critical values are obtained from a Chi-square distribution with as many degrees of freedom as the number of restrictions being tested, and independent of the order of integration. Augmented versions of these tests are asymptotically robust against weakly-dependent errors following unknown patterns under quite general conditions, and exhibit good statistical performance in samples of moderate size. This makes the general regression-based LM testing strategy discussed in this paper a valuable tool when addressing preliminary data analysis in which parsimonious yet potentially restrictive hypothesis related to the order of integration of the data is formally validated or refuted.
Appendix A: Asymptotic covariance matrix in the i.i.d case
In this appendix we present the limit expressions which characterise the asymptotic variances and covariances of the score vector under i.i.d observations.
. Following Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (2000, sect. 1.443), it follows that ψ (γ) = π 2 /6, if γ ∈ {0, π} , and
with Γ γ < ∞ being a symmetric positive definite matrix. Under the i.i.d restriction, the asymptotic variance of the score vector is proportional to Γ γ ; see Appendix B for further details.
Appendix B: Technical Proofs
Before proceeding, consider the following additional notation. For an (n × 1) vector A, ||A|| denotes the Euclidean vector norm, such that ||A|| 2 = A 0 A. For an (n × m) matrix A, ||A|| denotes the Euclidean matrix norm, ||A|| 2 = tr (A 0 A) . The constant K is used throughout the proofs to refer to some generic strictly positive constant which does not depend on the sample size. The notation, ⇒, p →, ms →, → denotes weak convergence, convergence in probability, mean square convergence and convergence of a series of real numbers, respectively. The conventional notation o (1) (o p (1)) is used to represent a series of numbers (random numbers) converging to zero (in probability), while O (1) (O p (1)) denotes a series of numbers (random numbers) that are bounded (in probability). As in the main text, I (·) is an indicator function, and vectors and matrices are denoted through bold letters. Finally, since γ is used to refer to the vector of frequencies that characterise the filter ∆ γ (L; δ), we shall use the short-hand notation ω j ≡ ω j (γ) as there is no risk of confusion.
Next, we provide some preliminary Lemmae necessary for the proofs of the theorems presented in the text.
Lemma B.1. Consider assumptions A.1 and A.2, and let ε t = ∆ γ (L; d) x t and γ ≡ (γ 1 , .., γ n ) 0 . Consider the random vectors, ε * γ,t−1 and ε * * γ,t−1 as given in Definition 2.3, ε * * γ,t−1 − ε * γ,t−1 = ϑ γ,t , Ω * * t = ε * * γ,t−1 ε 0 * * γ,t−1 , and Ω * t = ε * γ,t−1 ε 0 * γ,t−1 . Then, for any arbitrary constants α > 0, β > 1/2, it follows as T→ ∞ that,
ecessarily under the assumption of absolute summability, then
as required. Note that, under assumption A.2.1 and κ ε (0, j, l, 0) = 0 the required result simplifies trivially to E||ε t ϑ γ,t || 2 = O (t −1 ) . For part ii), since E (ε t ε s ε t−j ε s−l ) = 0 for all t 6 = s owing to the MDS property of ε t , we have
for any α > 0 under Assumptions A.1 and A.2, by using (i). From Markov's inequality,°°°°°1
Similarly,
For part iii), first note that
where these terms have been defined implicitly. For the first component, note that D 1t = ϑ γ,t ϑ 0 γ,t . Then, from the triangle and Cauchy-Schwarz matrix inequalities and the MDS property of ε t it follows that
and, hence, ||T
Therefore, for any β > 1/2, it follows by triangle and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities joint with the properties of the matrix norm that
γ,t−1 , and consequently°°°T
T β´, which renders the required result. For part iv), note that ε
) , and the required result then holds as in previous lemmae. First, ε 2 t D 1t = (ε t ϑ γ,t ) (ϑ γ,t ε t ) 0 , and hence, by the triangle and Cauchy-Schwarz in-
Since obviously°°°T
Then, under the null hypothesis and Assumptions A.1 and A.2, as T → ∞,
Proof of Lemma B.2.
Under the null hypothesis, ε dt = ε t , from which P T t=2 ε dt ε * * γ,t−1 = P T t=2 ³ P ∞ j=1 ω j ε t−j ε t´= P T t=2 Z t , say, where E (Z t |G t−1 ) = 0, so {Z t , G t } is a vector MDS with unconditional and conditional covariance matrices
It is interesting to briefly comment the conditions upon which Λ εγ is well-defined. Owing to stationarity, E (ε
, and thus
. The first component is bounded and positive definite, as discussed in Appendix A. Since ω j is not absolute summable, the second component requires additional summability conditions making κ ε (0, j, l, 0) negligible as j, l → ∞. Under i.i.d errors, κ ε (0, j, l, 0) = 0 for all l, j, and hence Λ εγ = σ 4 Γ γ is bounded and bounded away from zero. Under the more general MDS assumption, the absolute summability of the fourth-order cumulants ensures Λ εγ < ∞, and as a result the asymptotic covariance matrix is characterized by the pattern of conditional heteroskedasticity. Since Λ εγ − σ 4 Γ γ is obviously semipositive definite, Λ εγ is bounded and bounded away from zero.
We now prove the required result by using the central limit theory for vector MDS. For any λ ∈ R n such that λ 0 λ =1 define z t = λ 0 Z t . Then, we require (C1) T
owing to the MDS property of Z t , and then (C1) is verified if S T = o p (1) by Slutsky's theorem. It is worth noting that
by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, so ε * * γ,t−1 is defined through a G t -measurable transformation of a strictly stationary and ergodic process under Assumptions A.1 and A.2. Therefore, Z t is a strictly stationary and ergodic MDS (cf. White, 2001, Thm. 3.35) and so is z t .
Under Assumption A.2.1,
, whose characteristic element is given by
The covariances on the right-hand side do not depend on any of the elements of γ. Furthermore, under the assumption of stationarity, they can be written as the sum of products of cumulants of ε t of order eight and lower (cf. Brillinger, 1981, Thm. 2.3.2), which eventually rule the asymptotic behavior of E ij,T . First, we examine the case i = j = 1, for which we can assume γ 1 = 0 with no loss of generality for the discussion that follows. Under the restriction of absolute summability, T |E 11,T | is uniformly bounded by 
.., l 4 )| , from which obviously T |E ij,T | ≤ 8T |E 11,T | < K < ∞, independently of T or the particular frequencies involved. Consequently,
Since mean-square convergence implies convergence in probability, (C1) holds under Assumptions A.1 and A.2 as required. At this point it is worth recalling that°°°T 
To complete the proof, recall from Lemma B.1 ii) that°°°T
, so by the AEL it follows that, T
, k > 0, and let b e t be the estimated residuals from an auxiliary regression as in (4) with no augmentation. Then, under Assumptions A.1 and A.2, the null hypothesis, and as T → ∞ it follows that:
Proof of Lemma B.3. In i), the asymptotic k-th order autocovariance matrix, k ≥ 0, is given by
and, as a result,
is summable for any τ ≥ 1. For part ii), let again Ω * * t = ε * * γ,t−1 ε 0 * * γ,t−1 and Ω * t = ε * γ,t−1 ε 0 * γ,t−1 , with Ω * * T and Ω * T being their respective sample means.
We can show that Ω * * T ms → σ 2 Γ γ using a similar approach as in Lemma B.2., from which Ω * T p → σ 2 Γ γ by Lemma B.1 iii) and the AEL. In particular, note that we can write
Following Lemma A.2 in Gonçalves and Kilian (2004) and Lemma 8 in Demetrescu et al. (2008), this term is uniformly bounded by
, with Λ εγ (k) defined in (i) and
By considering again γ 1 = 0 with no loss of generality, we note that |ς ij (l 1 , ..., l 4 )| ≤ 8 |ς 11 (l 1 , ..., l 4 )| and, since P ∞ k=−∞ Λ 2 εγ (k) < ∞ from stationarity and from (i)of this Lemma, then for any pair
, the AEL allows us to conclude that T
as required, with convergence in probability being implied by the stronger convergence in the mean square sense. In iii), the null hypothesis implies φ = 0 and e t = ε t in the auxiliary regression, thereby
by the triangle inequality first and finally by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The estimated parameter vector φ T is √ T -consistent (see proof of Theorem 2.2 below), so kφ T φ
is uniformly bounded, it follows that°°°°°1
Finally, as for Lemma B.1 iv), we can readily show that°°°T
, so the AEL renders the required result. ¥ Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is now obvious in view of the results in Lemmas B.1-B.3, and holds straightforwardly by the CMT. In particular,
Under the null hypothesis, ε dt = ε t , so under Assumptions A.1 and A.2, as T → ∞, A T ⇒ N (0, Λ εγ ) and B T p → Λ εγ according to Lemma B.1 i) and iv), Lemmas B.2, B.3 and the AEL. The required convergence then follows by the CMT from which LM T ⇒ N 0 n N n , where N n is a n-dimensional standard normal distribution and, hence, LM T ⇒ χ 2 (n) . ¥
Corollaries.
For proof of Corollary 2.1, notice that the score of the log-likelihood function when θ =θ1 n , with 1 n being a vector of ones in R n , is given by
which suggests that H 0 : θ = 0 can be tested by analyzing the statistical significance of theφ parameter in the auxiliary regression ε dt =φ
is a linear transformation of the regressors in the basic auxiliary regression, we have that
¤¢ and, hence, it follows from Theorem 2.1 and the CMT that Lemma B.4. Let {b j } j≥0 be the coefficients in the Wold representation, ε t = P ∞ j=0 b j v t−j under Assumption A.2 0 . Let ϕ j (γ) be the j-th element in the serial convolution of {ω j+1 (γ)} j≥0 and {b j } j≥0 for any γ ∈ [0, π] . Then, ϕ j (γ) = ω 1 (γ) , if j=0, and ϕ j (γ) is O (ω j (γ)) otherwise.
Proof of Lemma B.4.
Recall that, for all γ ∈ [0, π] , |ω j (γ) | ≤ 2/j, and hence ω j (γ) = O (1/j) . The serial convolution of {b j } j≥0 and {ω j+1 } j≥0 determines coefficients as a function of the γ frequency which are given
Since for any stationary AR(p) model P k j=1 j|b k | < ∞, the coefficient |ϕ j (γ) | is bounded by a constant as j → ∞, and hence ϕ j (γ) = O (1/j) , which leads us to the desired result.
As a result, © ϕ j (γ) ª belongs to the same space of square-summable coefficient series as {ω j (γ)} does, so the results discussed under MDS errors follow under Assumption A.2 0 in most cases by simply modifying the limit variances. Also, note that since γ is taken from [0, π] , this lemma trivially generalizes the results in Demetrescu et al. (2008) , discussed for γ = 0, to any other frequency. ¥ Lemma B.5. Considering Assumption A.2 0 , the asymptotic and observable processes under the null hypothesis are now given by ε * *
given in Lemma B.4. Then, as T is allowed to diverge, Lemma B.1 still holds under Assumption A.2 0 with trivial modifications, i.e.,: Proof of Lemma B.6. For part i), note that Ω * * p can be partitioned as
j is positive definite and bounded because
0 and b l = 0 for all l < 0, is finite and positive definite owing to absolute summability of the coefficients in the Wold's representation of any stationary AR(p) process. From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, ||Σ εX || ≤ ||Σ εγ || 1/2 ||Σ X || 1/2 < ∞, from which ||Ω * * p || < ∞. Finally, Ω * * p is singular if and only if the elements of X * * tp are linearly dependent, which obviously is not the case, so det(Ω * *
, given the respective sample estimators, e.g.,Σ * εγ = (T − p) −1 P T t=p+1 ε * γ,t−1 ε * 0 γ,t−1 . The proof of (a) follows from Lemmas B.4 and B.5 and identically as in Lemma B.3. The proof of (b) follows as in Theorem 2.2 in Gonçalves and Kilian (2004) . Finally, for part (c), consider
by setting b j = ϕ l (γ k ) = 0 for all j, l < 0. Under the restriction of stationarity and absolutely summable cumulants, the term in curly brackets is uniformly bounded in t, s and T for any 1 ≤ i ≤ p < ∞. Hence, given some constant K < ∞, it follows by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that
Similarly, under Assumption A.2 0 , we can show that the remaining term, 
and then the AEL renders the required result.¥
and let e tp and b e tp be the residuals, and the estimated residuals, respectively, from the augmented auxiliary regression (4). Then, under then null hypothesis and Assumption A.2 0 , as T→ ∞ : i) Λ p < ∞, and det(Λ p ) > δ > 0;
Proof of Lemma B.7. (2007) that Λ X < ∞, whereas from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality Λ εX < ∞, from which Λ p < ∞. As in Lemma B.6, Λ p is invertible, and so det(Λ p ) > δ > 0. For part ii), under the null hypothesis e tp = v t , and
εX . We can use the CLT for MDS as in Lemma B.2 to show asymptotic normality of the normalized sums of (Z
, where again the first terms denote the sample estimates based on the filtered process. The proof of a) follows along the same lines as in Lemma B.2 owing to Lemma B.4, and the proof of b) follows as in Theorem 3.1 in Gonçalves and Killian (2004) . To check c), note that for 1 ≤ i ≤ p, and 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the characteristic element of T E||Λ εX,T − Λ εX || 2 can be written as T
First, consider the case related to the smallest frequency, corresponding to k = 1, for which we can assume again γ 1 = 0 with no loss of generality. As discussed in Proposition 2 in Demetrescu et al. (2008) , this term is uniformly bounded by a constant that does not depend on t, s, T or i. Then, for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n and all 1 ≤ i ≤ p, note that |b
0 is defined by an G t -measurable function on {v t } , so it is a strictly stationary and ergodic MDS (cf. White, 2001 , Thm. 3.35). Furthermore, from (i) in this lemma, the process is bounded and bounded away from zero under the L 2 -norms, thus (C2) holds trivially. Hence, under the null hypothesis and Assumption A. 
, and hence°°°°°T
which together with (ii) above implies that
W p converges to the distribution of a Gaussian quadratic form and, therefore, Υ Tables and Figures   Table 1 : Empirical rejection frequencies when the DGP is the simple GARMA model Note: Empirical size is in bold. Note: Empirical size is in bold. All tests are augmented using Schwert's rule. Note: Empirical size is in bold. All tests are augmented using Schwert's rule. Note: Empirical size is in bold. All tests are augmented using Schwert's rule.
